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Motivation 
• No indication of New Physics at the LHC

• Increase in luminosity w\o increase in collisions energy strongly

    motivates indirect searches 


  increasing number of Higgs EFT measurements in CMS


Standard Model Effective Field Theory - SMEFT 
In a nutshell, the new particles can be parameterised by an EFT where

  the SM Lagrangian is supplemented by new operators and the theory has the same field content 

General form                                     violate B-L number


where each   is an   invariant operator and   are called Wilson coefficients (WC) ( if   ) and 

  is the scale of the new physics (typically chosen as 1TeV). Heavy BSM states are integrated out.


  to parameterise observable effects - constraints of parameters = constraints on mass and couplings of new particles

→

→

O(D)
i SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) c(D)

i ci = 0 → SM

Λ

⇒
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Introduction
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Higgs sector in the SMEFT
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- SMEFT introduces ~2500 CP-even operators at d=6 and ~37000 operators at d=8 …

- A set of operators generally used by CMS and ATLAS experiments: Warsaw Basis [link]


  a parameterisation framework within the SMEFT, tailored for studying Higgs anomalous couplings (AC)  

  reduces the number of d=6 operators to 59, non-redundant


- Observables: Effective fractional cross section 
e.g. HVV scattering amplitude:


  convenient to measure the effective cross section ratios f rather than the

anomalous couplings  themselves, as most uncertainties cancel in the ratio.

→
→

→

Some relevant EFT 
operators contributing to 
the Higgs production in 

the SMEFT [link]

https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP10(2010)085
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2743067
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HVV constraints in   final stateH → WW
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Expanding the previous study into anomalous couplings (AC) within the same decay channel.

  Warsaw basis

  provide constraints on ACs at the HVV and Hgg vertices with dedicated categories targeting ggF, VBF, and VH

  MELA discriminant: Output nodes distinguish kinematics between SM and BSM scenarios, and identifying interference 
between SM and BSM

  Two set of results with fixed or floating POI (parameter of interest) fitting

    corresponds to the HVV vertex 

  Significant improvement in sensitivity/analysis coverage compared to full Run 1 analysis

→
→
→

→
→ fa3
→

CMS PAS HIG-22-008

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIG-22-008/index.html
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  AnalysisH → ττ
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Several EFT vertices are targeted

  VBF production for HVV vertex   constrained using   decay in VBF production


  ggH production for Hgg vertex   constrained in combination of   and   (on shell)


  a combination of neural networks (to separate signal vs bkg) and MELA (to distinguish different signals) discriminants is used
  extracted effective fractional cross section

→ ⇒ H → ττ
→ ⇒ H → ττ H → Z → 4l
→
→ Phys. Rev. D 108, 032013

HVV vertex Hgg vertex

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.032013
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  Analysis (2)H → ττ
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Access to possible CP-violating effects in H couplings to fermions (Hff) in ggH production mode with

• H→ZZ

• ttH→ɣɣ
• H→𝛕𝛕 
  combination improves limits on anomalous couplings by around 25%

  constraints on   and CP-odd   operators are performed


  pure CP-odd hypothesis for Higgs coupling to gluons excluded with a significance of 2.4σ 

→
→ cgg c̃gg

⇒ Phys. Rev. D 108, 032013

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.032013


EFT interpretation with STXS
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STXS - Simplified Template Cross Sections [link] 
maximise the sensitivity & minimize their theory 
dependence   introduce kinematic regions which help 
isolate BSM effects, subsequently serve as input for EFT 
interpretations.


  

     : the leading term in the EFT expansion (  )

  : SM-independent term (  )


- a scaling function for each STXS bin  , which 
parameterises deviations in the cross section in 


  terms of the HEL parameters


 

→

σEFT
i = σSM

i + σint
i + σBSM

i

σint ∝ 1/Λ2

σBSM ∝ 1/Λ4

i

μ = 1 +
σint

σSM
+

σBSM

σSM
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    H-V interaction, cp-odd 

    H-gluon interactions 

     H-up type quark 

     H-down type quarks 

     H-charged leptons 

   H-V interactions 

   H-V, cp-even

cA →

cG →

cu →

cd →

cl →

cHW →

cWW − cB →

https://e-publishing.cern.ch/index.php/CYRM/issue/view/32
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EFT interpretation with STXS - CMS
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- Partial Run2 combination in STXS framework  
- Analyses included:


•  ,  ,  ,  


•  


- EFT couplings extracted in HEL

- Measurement


•  


•   and   are fit together


• all freely-floating Wilson coefficients

• and profiling one at a time


  Results consistent with SM !

H → γγ 4l lνlν ττ

ttH → multilepton

cG , cA , cu , cd , cl , cHW , cWW , cB

cWW cB

⇒

Correlations are observed

• in H−V vertices,   and   

  limited differential information on VH production

•   and several others


  ggH depends only on   due to LO 
implementation used, constraining it by the rate

cHW cWW − cB
→

cG
→ cG

CMS PAS HIG-19-005

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2706103?ln=en


HEFT: Multiple benchmark models of coupling strengths and modifiers across the dim-6

  maximum distinctions across different benchmarks


  analyses performed by re-weighting signal samples to match each EFT benchmark

  extract the limit for each of the benchmarks

   ,  ,  ,  

→

→
→
⇒ HH → bbbb WWbb WWγγ Multilepton(WWWW, WWττ, ττττ)
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EFT Interpretations in Double Higgs Analyses
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HEFT benchmarks

JHEP 07 (2023) 095

arXiv:2403.09430

  
new !

WWbb

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP07(2023)095
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Conclusions
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  Precision measurements are key to search for deviations from the SM


  CMS has several dedicated measurements for EFT effects in the Higgs sector of SMEFT with


   


   


and in HEFT with


  Double-Higgs analyses


  The STXS framework enables the exploration of EFT parameters across different Higgs production modes 

  EFT effects are parametrised in STXS bins for dedicated sensitivity assuming zero modifications in background shapes or 

normalisation resulting from EFT effects.


  CMS and ATLAS are actively collaborating to establish a unified framework encompassing both STXS and SMEFT parametrisation 

within the LHC EFT Working Group, as discussed during the LHC EFT workshop in December 2022.

⇒

⇒

→ H → WW

→ H → ττ

→

⇒

→

⇒

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1201401/contributions/5145470/attachments/2559147/4410511/atlascms_fitting_exercise.pdf
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BACKUP - STXS bins
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d=6 operators other than the four-fermion ones four-fermion operators
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BACKUP - Higgs SMEFT
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Warsaw Basis [link]

Definition of the 
most relevant 
EFT operators 
impacting the 
Higgs in SMEFT

cross section fractions

https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP10(2010)085
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BACKUP - HEFT
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CMS-PAS-HIG-21-014

arXiv:2403.09430

 WWbb

 WWbb

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2840773

